Status of 2015 Stakeholder Requests

Completed

• Upper Colorado Situational Awareness Page
• Updated Documentation
  – Stick Diagrams
  – Unmeasured Depletions
• Incorporation of Dust-On-Snow Impacts
• Website Improvements
  – Temp, Precip graphics
  – Water Supply Information

Works In Progress

• Evaluation of an energy-balanced snow model
• Evaluation of National Water Model
• WRMO
• Calibration – Update through 2015
2016 Stakeholder Forum Goals

- Interactive discussion between stakeholders illustrating the broad abilities and impacts of the CBRFC
- Provide an update on recent work with researchers and implementation at the CBRFC
- Update on the National Water Center and National Water Model
Overview of Agenda

• Review of the CBRFC Website and Products Available
• Working with Partners
  – Relationships
  – Communication and Coordination
  – QA/QC
  – Calibration
• Research and Collaboration Update
• Partner Presentations
• WRMO Demonstration
• Group Exercise
• Update on NWM